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Rence it follows, therefore, thaf ER and E' cannot be converted
into one anothel'; as we are able to deduce this in tbe same way
fol' ER and E" and al80 for E' and E", the property mentioned
sub a is proved. At the same lime it appears from the deduction
that it need not be true for equilibria in unstable condition.
For the equilibria E' and E" th is property follows also at once
without calclllation viz. from the condition that under constant P
and at constant T ~ must be a minimum.
The properties, mentioned sub band c foHow now at on ce from
proper!y a and formula (20).
Leiden, Ino1:q. (--'Item. Lah.

Mecha.nic8. EINSTEIN'S

(To be continued).

"On t!te l'elativit.'1 ofinertia. Remarks concemin,q

lalest hypotltesis" 1) By Prof. W.

DE SITTKR.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 31, 1917).

lf we neglect the gravitational action of all ordinary matter (sun,
stars, etc.), and if we use as a system of reference three rectanguuu
,
-"
cartesian space-eoordinates and the time multiplied by c, then in
that part of the fOllr-dimensionaJ time-space which is accessible to
our observations, the fJ,u.. are very approximately those of the old
theory of relativity, viz.:
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The part of the time-spare whel'e this is so, I shall eall "our
neighbourbood?'. In spare th is extends at least to the fartbest star,
nebuia or duster in whose spectrum we can identify definite lines 2).
How the gp.v are outside our neighbourhood we do not know,
and any assumption ~garding their values is an extrapolation, whose
uncertainty inereases with the distance (in spare, or in time, or in
botb) from the ol'igin. How tbe !Jp.. a1'e at iufinity of spare or of
time, we will never know. Nevertheless t.he need has been-felt tö
1) A. EINSTEIN, Kosmologische Betrachtungen zur ,~llrmeinen Relativitätstheorie,
Sitzungs~er.

Berlin, 8 Febr. 1917, page 142.
1.) W. DE SITTER,On EINSTEIN'S tbeory of gravitatjon and its astronomical consequenees (seeond paper), Monthly Notices R.A.S. Dec. 1916, Vol. LXXVII, p. 182.
This limit refers to gol4. ooly.
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make hypotheses on tbis subjeet. Tbe extrapolation, wbieh offers itself
most naturally, and wbieb is also tacitly made in classical mechanica, is that the vaiues (1) remain unaltered fOl' all space and time
up to infinity. On the other hand the desire bas arisen tn have'
constants of integration, or l'ather boundarY-"alues at infinity, whicb
shall be the same in all systems of reference. Tbe values (1) do not
salisfy this condition, The most desir'able and tbe simplest. vaItlt'
fol' the 9!"" at infinity is evidently zero, EINSTEIN \tas not SIlCCeeded
in fi)lding sueh a set of ooundary values 1) and therefol'e makes the,
hypolhesis tbat the uuiverse is not infinite, but spherieal: tben no
bOllndal'y eonditions are needed, and the difficulty disappears. From
the point Ol view of tbe theory of relativity it appears at first si~ht
to he incorrect 10 say: the wol'ld is spherical, for it can by ft. transformation analogous 10 a stereographie projection he repl'esented in
a euclidean spaee. This is a perfeetly legitimate transformation,
which leaves the different invariants daS, G etc. unaltered. But even
Ihis invRl'iability shows that also in tbe euelidean system of coordinates Ihe world, in natural measure, remains finite and sphericaJ.
Ir this transformalion is applied to the 9,uv whieh EINSTEIN tinds
for his spberical ·world, tbey are transformed to a set of vaiues
whieh at intinity degenerate to
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It appears, however,. that. the 9,1., of EINSTEIN'S spherieal world
[and therefore a)so their transformed values in the euc1idean system
of referenceJ do not satisfy the differential equations ol'iginally
adopted uy EINs'rJt:IN, viz:
G,..v
x(T,...- ig.... T). . • .
. • (8)
EINSTEIN thus finds it necessary to add anotber term 10 his equations, which then become
G,... - i.g,..v
x(1',..v-i g,... T). • . • • . (4)
Moreover it is found necessary to suppose the whole three-dimen-
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•

1) l.c. page 14S. II wilt appear below thaI EtNSTm's hypothesis is equivalent
to a determined set of va}uer, at infinity, viz: the set (SA). It is,m tact, evident
that, if the uni verse measured in natural measure be finite, then, ü ,eueJideaneoordinates are inlrodueed the
must neeessarily be zero at iofinity,and inversily
at infinity are zero of a sutliei.ently high ordN,then tbe universe is
if the
finile in natural measure.

g,...

g,...
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sional space to be fiUed with matter, of which the total mass is so
enormously great, that compared with it all matter known to us is
uttel'ly negligible. This hypothetical matter I wiII eall lhe "woddmatter".
EINATEIN only assumes three-dimensional space. lO be finite. lt is
in eonsequence of this assumptioll that in (2A) fl H l'emains 1, inslead
of becoming zel'O with Ihe othel' fl,u>' This has suggested t.he idea 1)
to extend EINSTEIN'S hypothesis to the four-dimensional timE'-space.
We then t1nd a set of flf.' which at infinity degenel'ate to the "alues
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(2B)

Moreover we find the remal'kahle result, that now no "worldmatter" is required.
In OI'der 10 point out the analogy of Ihe two cases I give the two
sets of formulae to~ether. The formlilae Arefel' 10 EINSTEIN'S (threedimensional) hypothesis, lbe formlliae B refer to the assumption here
intJ'oduced (foul'-dimensional). I shall use the indices i and j, when
they take Ihe values 1, 2, 3 only; t" and v take the values from
1 to 4. Further ::s is a sum from 1 to 4: and ;;E' from 1 10 3;
. and dp.!.
1, ó,..,
0 if ft =i= v.
I (h'st take Ihe system of re fe l'en ce used by EINSTEIN. In case A
we take ;J."
ct, in B I take, for Ihe sake of symmett·y i), .'t. iet.
In both cases R is the radius of Ihe hypersphere. The gin for thc
t wo cases are
A
B

=

=

=

=

In order better to show the spherical charactel' I introduce hyperspherical coordinates by the tt'ansformations:
1) Tbe idea to· make tbe four·dimensional world spbericaI in order to avoid tbe
necessity or assigning boundary-conditions, was suggested several months ago by
Prof. EHRENFEST, in aconversation with tbc writer. lt was, however, at thafiime
. not further developed.
t) We CaD also take x,
ct. Then the four~imensional world is hyperbolical
- instead of spberical, but the results remain tbe same.

=

78
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,11:.

= R sin Xsin '" sin 1"

11:1

= R sin w sin Xsin lt' sin l).

~=R~X~~~l).

~=R.w.X • • ~3

.'lI, = R /ti,. X cos ti,

.11.

= R Mil w sin Xcos ti'

11:.

= R /tin w

cos X

The expl'ession of the line-element then OOeomes
A~
B:

= - R'[dl' + sin' X(d.p' + sin' ti' d~')] + e'dt',
d$' = - R2[dw! -+ si7l'w~dl' + sin! xJdtl" + sin' tf'd~')lJ.

els'

Finally I perfol'Dl the "slereographi<' Pl'ojeclion", alld at t.be same
time I introdut'e agaill ret'languJar coordinates, by tbe h'ansformalions:

B

A

.7:

= 2R tau ~X
= r ItÏl/ '" si" l).

Y

== l' /tin '" ros l).

r

Z =1'00.'.

I,

= 2Rtan lw

,11:

=

I, sin X ItÏn lt, Bin

y

=

h /tin X /tin 1f'

ft

= h sin y. ros ti'

l).

COB l).

iet = I, ('O.~ X
11:'

+ y' + z' = r'

:r.'

+y'

+ z'-c'(-=h'

It need hardly be pointed out that in A x, y, zand in B x, y, z, iet
ean be al'bitrarily interchallged. I put further
I
(1=

4R"

The 9.11.> l'or the variables x, y, z, ct the~ become I)
1)

In t'he system B all gp.. are infinite on the "hyperboloid"

+

=

+ + +

(a)
I
ah'
0 or 4R J
.-c' y'
z'-c't' = 0
This discontinuity is however only apparent. The lourdimcnsional world, which
we have for th~ sake of symmetry represented as spherical, is in realityhyper·
bolical, and consists of two sheets, which are only connected with each olher at
infinity. The formulae embrace lÏoth sheets, but only one
them represents the
aclual uni verse. The hyperholoid (a) is the limit bel ween the two parts of Ibe
euclidean spar,e x, y, z, ct corresponding 10 these two sheets. It is intersected by
the uis of t at the points ct = ± 2 R, tbe distanee of whieb from the origin is,

or

J~_t
2R

in natural measure,

o

- = oe. The length in natural measure of tbe
I-ac't'
aD

half-axis of x is, in both systems,J
Q

1+lklite' = ".R.
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(1 +(Jr')'
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"

= - (1 +oA')'

I

,

(5)

1

I g ..

= (1 +oh!)'

All ·9p.. outside the diagonal are zero, lf 0 is very small the 9p..
for moderat~ values. of l' and h have very approximately the \.'alues (1),
At infinity they dep;enerat.e to fhe values (2 A) and (211), which
have already been given above.
In order to find the l'elation bet ween (J alld i. we must substitute 1)
fbe \'alues (5) in tbe equations (4). We must, in doing tbis, alJow
for tbe possibility that it may be found neces8al'y to introduce a
• "world-lIJattet·". We neglect all.ordinary maller, and we wiJt suppose
the world-matter to be uniformly di~lI'ibuted I) over the whoJe of space,
and at rest, so that 1'44
944f!, and all otber 1'p..
O. The fieldequtlfions then become

=

Gij -

=

(À.

+ lXC;I) gij = 0,

=-

G.. -(À. + lx(»g ..
X(>.
Fm' the qllantities Gp.. we find in the two systems
A
B
Gij =8(Jgij
(}H=O, g44=1

Fl'om which
), ~= 12(J
Q

=0

t

I ..

•

(6)

The result for A is the same as found by EINsTEIN. For B we
have Q
0: the hypothetical world-matter does not exlst.

=

Which of the three systems is to be prefet'red: A with worldmatter, B without it, both with tbe field-equations (4) and atinfinity
the gp.v (2A) or (2 R); or t be original systern without world-matter,
with the field-equations (3) and the gp.. (1), which retain the same
values at. infinily?
From the purely physical point of view, for the description of
1) We can, of course, as weU take the values in any other system of reference.
Tbe meaning is a distribution in which .f! is constant, f! being the density

lI)

in natural measure. Tbe df'.Ilsity in cool'dinatt'-measure then, of course, is not
constant, but (in !he system x, y, 13, ct) booomes zero al. infinity.

78*
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phenomena in onr neighbonrhood, this question bas no importance.
In our neighbourhood tbe g,.., have in all cases wit bin the limits of
accuracv of our observations the values (1), and the field-equations
(4) al'e not different tl'om (3). The question thus I'eally is: how al'e
we 10 extrapolate outside our neighbollrhood? The choice can thus
not be decided by physieal al'guments, but must depend on metaphysical or philosophical considemtions, in wbich of course 80180
personal judgment or predilections will have some influence.
To the question: If all matter is supposed not to exist, with tbe
exception of oue material point which is to be used as a test-bod)',
bas Ihen this test-body inel'lia or not? tbe school of MACH requires
the answer .iVO, Our experience bowever very decidedly gives the
allswer Yes, if by "all matter" is meaut all ordinary ph) sical matter:
stars, uebulae, clusters, etc. The followers of MACH are thus compelled to assume the existence of still more matter' : the world-matter ..
If we place ollrselves on th is point of view, we must necessarily
adopt the system A, which is the only one thaI admits a worldmatter. 1)
This wol'ld-matter, howe\'er, ~erves no other purpose th all to
enable usto suppose it not to exist. Now the formula (6) shows,
that if it does not exist (Q = 0), the field-equations are not satisfied :
supposiug it not 10 exist thus appears to be a logical impossibility; in the system A, the world-matter is the three-dimensional
space, or at least is inseparable from it.
We can ulso abandon the posttllate of llACH, and replace it. by
the postulate Ihat at infinity the g,IJ." or on1)' the gij of tb-reedimensional space, shall be zero, Ol' at least invariant for all transformations. This postulate eau also he enounced by saying that it
must be possible fol' the whole uni verse to perform al'bitrary motioJls,
which ~can never be detected by an)' observation. The three-dimensioual world must, in order to be able to perform "motions", Le. in
order that its positiol,l can be a variabIe function of the time, 'he
thought movable in an "absolute" space of three or more dimensions
(not tbe time-space x, y, z, ct). The four-dimensional world requires
for its "motion" a four- (or more-) dimensional absolute space, and
moreover an extra-mundane "time" which serves as independent
\'sriable for this motion, All tbis shows that tbe postulate of the
1) Tbe hypotbesis formerly held by EINSTEIN, and denied by me, that it would
be possible, with tbe equations (3) antI by means of very large masses at very
large distanees, to get values of gp.v; wbich would degenerate to an invariant set
at infinity, bas now been shown to be nntenable by EINSTEIN himself (1. c. page

146).
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invarianee of t.he gflv at infinity has no raaI physical meaning. It is
purely mathematica!.
The system A, wil.iJ at intinity the "alues (2 A) of the .q,L" satisties
this postulate, if it is applied only to the thl'ee-dimensional world,
aud jf we do not requil'e invarianee for all tl'ansformations, but
only for those which at intinity have t' = t 1). Jf the postulate is
applied to the four-dimensional world, aud to all transformatious,
tben the system B is the only one that satisfies. We th us find that
in t.he system A the time has a separate positiou. That this must'
be so, is evident a priori. For speakiug of the three-dimensional
world, if not equÏ\ralent to introdllcing an absolute tim~, at least
implies the hypothesis that at each point of the four-dimensional
space there is one detiuite cool'dinate x. which is preferabIe to
all othe1'8 to be used as "time", and that at all points and always
this one eoordinate is aetually chosen as time. Snch a fundamental
difference between the time and the space-cool'dinates seems to be
somewhat contradictory to the complete symmetry of the fieldequations and the equatiolls of motion (equations of the geodetic
!ine) with respect to the four variables.
Some features of the systems A and B may still be pointed out.
In A the velocity of light is variabIe 2), at infinity it becOlnes intinite. In B it is always and e\'el'ywhere the same. From {he facts
that we can identify lines iJl the spectra of t.he most distant objects
known to us such as the Nubeculae, and that the parallaxes of
these objeets are not negative, we can conclude that at these distances
we have still appl'oximately gij = - óij, ,qu = 1 and consequently
that for A a1", and for B oh' must be very smal!. In the case A
we can derive in th is way an upper limit for a. Jn B on the
other hand we hB\'e, in cOllsequence of the constancy of the velocity
0 for all purely optical observations (if we neglect
of light, h'
the inflllence of matter).
As to the effect of a on planetary motions: in both cases tlle

=

1) Thus e. g. all ordinary LORENTz-transformation:

x

.

x-qct

=--- ,
V(l -q')

,

ct-qx

ct = - - - - .

Vtl-q')

is not allowed in the system A, but must be replaced by
qIJ:

_
~'

ou

x-qct

/(1 - +q')
ar')'

I!
t) In tbe system

,

(1

X,

'!j, Z,

ct'=

ct---1 +ar'

V(1 - (1::,.2)') .

eti intbe system x, "-, 5', ct iHs constant.
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orbital plane is not distnrbed. In case A 1here· are no secular ferms
depending on (J.
In B the terms produced lty (J are of a lower order, in consequent~e
of the fact that all gil.' depend explicitlyon tbe time. The motion
of the peribelion is
3(Ja'

ór., = -nt-20 e't'
10

t

I

and also the other elements have terUIs with ctt'; thus e.g. the
parameter of the elliptic orbit is
P P. e-hc'~,
where i.e'
xmj83r, In being the sun's mass, and e = 2.718 . . .
These "perturbations" 1) being insensible aceording to our experienee,
we ean here also assign an upper limit to (J.
I shall not attempt to determine tbis upper limit witb any
10- 24
ace u racy . For both ca...~ we will be safe in taking e.g. (J
in astronomictl,l units, Ol' 20'
10-50 in centimeters '). We can 1
bowever, do no more than assign an upper limit to (J. To make
possible a determination of tbe value of tbis constant, it would be
necessary that it had a measurable effect on some physical or astronomical pbenomenon. Now it cannot, of course, be exeluded a priori
that at some futlIre time obsel'\'ations will be made, or phenomena
wiJl be discovered which ean be explained with the aid of the
constant (J, but so far no sllch phenomena are known, aud there
are no indications of anything in that direclion. The constant (J only
serves to satisfy a pbilosophical need feit by many, but it has no
real physical meaning. though it can be mathematically interpreted as a curvature of space.
Finally we can also reject both systems A and B. and stick to
.he original tield-equations (3) and the values (1) of the gp.o, wbich

=

=

<

<

1) Tbe terms of the lowest order in the "perturbing forces" are for tbc two
cases:

In A:

S = -3(J

2 ( J .2.

+ i ' r(r'-r 8-')

,

T

..
= 4(J
[1 r'r 8-,

8

in B:

W

= 0,

0

2(J

2(J.

À.·

10 I

S = - r - -ctr

,

2(J.

T= - -dr8-

W=O.

').."

(For the notation see e. g. DE SITTER, On EINSTEIN'S theory of gravitation, M.N.
Vol. LXXI, pages 72' sqq.).
The terrns with c2t 2 in the case B arise tbrough the fact that the units both
of time and space (in coordinate·measure) depend on the time.
S) Tbe density of the world matter in the system .A tben becomes q < 3.10- 17
(aslronomical units), or '! < 1.10-23 (C. G. S. units). This correspoDds to ODe slar
(of !he same m8$S as the suP) in a Epllere {lf ODe parsec radius,
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are not invariant at infinity. Tben, of course, inertia is not explained:
we must then prefer to leave it unexpJained rather tban expJain it
by the undetermined nnd nndeterminable constant À.. It cannot be
denied that tbe introduction of this constant detracts from the
symmetry and elegance of EINSTEIN'S original theory, one of wbose
chief attractions was that it explained so much without introduciJlg
ally new hypothesis Ol' empirical constant.

Postsc1·ipt.
Prof. EINsTEIN, to whom I hadcommunicated the pl'incipal contenls
of this paper, writes (March 24, 1917): "Es wäre nach meinel'
Meinung unbefriedigend, welln es eine denkbare Welt ohne Materie
gäbe. Das gl",-Feld solI vielmehr dU1clz die Mate1'ie bedingt sein,
okne dieselbe nicltt bestehen Iciinnen. Das ist der Kern dessen, was
ich unter der Forderung \'on del' Relnli vität de,' Trägheit verstehe" .
He therefore postulates what I called above the logical impossibility
of supposing matter not to exist. We can call this the "material
postulate" of the I'elativity of inertia. This can only be satisfied by
choosing the system A, with its world-matter, i. e. by introducing
the constant À, and assigning to the time a separate position amongst
the four coordinates.
On the other hand we have the "mathematical postulate" of the
relativity of inertia, i. e. the postnlate that the .qp.v sllall be invariant
at intinity. This postulate, which, as bas al ready been pointed ont
above, has no real physical meaning, makes no menlioll of matter.
It can be ~atisfied by choosing the system B, without a worldmatter, and with complete relativity of Ihe time. But here also we
need the constant 1. The inlroduction of this conslant can only be
avoided by abandoning the postnlate of the l'elativity of inertia
al together.

Astronomy. - "On t!te Theory of Hyperion, one of Satu.rn'.,? Satellites.". By J. WOLTJER JR. (Communicated by Prof. W. DE SITTF.R).
(Communieated in the meeting of April 27, 1917).

1. Among tue peculiar distul'bnnces, which the satellites of Saturn
undergo by their mutualattraction, Ihose, produced by Titan in the
motion of Hyperion, are of muel} importance. In this paper Iintend
to give a short development, of the theory of the latter satelliIe;
my dissertation will contain more extensive calculations on this
subject.
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